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The Net Zero Hedge Fund - A Profitable Path to a Sustainable Future 

Introduction: 

The Net Zero Hedge Fund, operated by FOD Enterprises LLC, presents an exceptional investment 
opportunity for discerning investors seeking both financial success and positive environmental 
impact. This executive summary aims to highlight the key aspects of our private equity fund 
under REG D 506(c) that sets us apart from traditional ventures, making us an attractive choice 
for investment. 

Investment Philosophy: 

At the core of our fund lies a profound commitment to achieving net-zero goals while generating
substantial financial returns. By investing in visionary Founders who are driving the sustainable
revolution across diverse sectors, we leverage their passion, knowledge, and innovative solutions
to capitalize on the rapidly growing demand for sustainable businesses.

Trust and Alignment: 

Our unique value proposition revolves around fostering a mutual trust between Limited Partners
(LPs), General Partners (GPs), and Founders. LPs can confidently rely on our seasoned GPs'
expertise in identifying promising ventures and managing investments effectively. Likewise, GPs
trust in the capabilities and strategic acumen of the Founders, creating a harmonious ecosystem
that accelerates growth and profitability.

Capital Flow and Fees: 

Investing in the Net Zero Hedge Fund involves a structured flow of capital, ensuring transparency
and equitable distribution of returns. Initially, LPs transfer funds to the GPs, signifying their
commitment to our shared vision. Throughout this process, fees are applied to compensate GPs
for their invaluable services, ensuring the fund's sustainable operations and growth.

Impressive Exits and Returns:

Our investment strategy reaches its pinnacle during exits and liquidity events. Founders, having 
benefited from the expertise and support of our GPs, reinvest capital into the fund during these
milestones. This represents their gratitude and belief in our long-term value. The GPs, in turn,
skillfully distribute returns to LPs, generating exceptional financial gains while delivering on our
commitment to sustainability.
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Carried Interest: 

Acknowledging the GPs' role in generating outstanding returns, carried interest fees are 
implemented during the capital flow. These fees incentivize and reward the GPs for their 
successful management of investments, aligning their interests with those of the LPs and 
facilitating a prosperous ecosystem. 

 

Conclusion: 

The Net Zero Hedge Fund presents a unique investment opportunity for astute investors seeking 
to align their financial goals with sustainable initiatives. Our strong investment philosophy, driven 
by trust and alignment, ensures a robust ecosystem that fosters growth and profitability. By 
leveraging visionary Founders and strategic expertise, we are poised to capitalize on the 
booming market for sustainable businesses while making a tangible positive impact on the 
environment. 

 

Join us on this transformative journey towards a profitable and sustainable future. Invest in the 
Net Zero Hedge Fund today and pave the way for both financial success and a greener world. 

 

Note: This executive summary provides an overview of the Net Zero Hedge Fund. For a 
comprehensive understanding and detailed investment information, please refer to the 
accompanying prospectus and related documents. 
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